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My main research interest lies in developing machine learning and large-scale data mining methods to model,
understand and improve the functioning of social, information and networked systems. This often requires
conceptual innovations and technical breakthroughs along three different dimensions:

1. Accurate data-driven models of these systems and dynamic processes that take place over them.

2. Scalable algorithms that leverage these models to improve the functioning of these systems.

3. Robust computational metrics to evaluate such models and algorithms in real-world datasets.

Moreover, these conceptual innovations and technical breakthroughs often entail uncovering previously un-
explored connections between fields, as exemplified by several of my current achievements and my vision for
the future.

1 Current Achievements
Since I joined the Max Planck Institute for Software Systems (MPI-SWS) as a tenure-track faculty in Novem-
ber 2014, I have co-authored ten papers in top conferences in machine learning—NeurIPS (7), AISTATS (2)
and AAAI (1)—and sixteen papers in top conferences in data mining and the Web—WSDM (6), WWW (5),
KDD (2), ICWSM (1), ICDM (1) and SDM (1). Additionally, I have also co-authored an article in PNAS,
an article in Nature Communications, five articles in JMLR and one article in ACM TOIS. These publica-
tions spanned a wide variety of applications, which can be categorized in five research themes: information
dissemination, information integrity, human learning, ethical machine learning, and healthcare.

Information dissemination. Since I joined MPI-SWS, I started to realize that my doctoral and postdoc-
toral work on network inference and influence maximization leveraged particular instances of a more general
and powerful type of random processes, marked temporal point processes, which could be potentially used to
design a new generation of models and algorithms to predict and optimize the dissemination of information
on the Web and social media. In the last five years, I have leveraged this realization to lead the design of:

(i) probabilistic models based on marked temporal point process to predict information propagation [12,
13], product competition [42], opinion dynamics [6] and spatiotemporal processes [7, 24]. In all cases,
by exploiting the increasingly availability of fine grained user data, the models provide more accurate
predictions than the state of the art.

(ii) a series of efficient off-line and online algorithms with provable guarantees to steer information dis-
semination both at a user and at a global level [10, 25, 41, 49, 50, 51]. These algorithms exploit an
alternative representation of marked temporal point processes using stochastic differential equations
(SDEs) with jumps and establish a previously unexplored connection between optimal control of SDEs
with jumps and marked temporal point processes, which is of independent interest.

In addition to the above line of work, together with researchers from the Networked Systems group lead by
Krishna Gummadi, we have also introduced a computational framework to quantify the efficiency of a user
as an information curator within a social networking site [1, 2]. The framework is general and applicable
to any social networking site with an underlying information network, in which every user follows others
to receive the information they produce. We find that social media users are sub-optimally efficient at
acquiring information and this lack of efficiency is a consequence of the triadic closure mechanism by which
users typically follow other users in social networking sites.

Information integrity. Social media and online social networking sites has served as major disseminators
of false facts, urban legends, fake news, or, more generally, misinformation. As a consequence, there are
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growing concerns that misinformation on these platforms has fueled the emergence of a polarized society,
where debate is perniciously framed by the repeated assertion of talking points to which factual rebuttals by
the media or independent experts are ignored. In this context, my contribution has been the development of
machine learning models and algorithms to: (i) detect and prevent the spread of misinformation [28, 38]; (ii)
estimate the reliability and complexity of online content and discussions [37, 39]; and, (iii) spot the source
of a rumor [11].

— Detecting and preventing the spread of misinformation: in an effort to curb the spread of misinformation,
major online social networking sites, such as Facebook, Twitter or Weibo, are resorting both to the crowd
and trusted third parties. In this context, I have lead the design of algorithmic tools to effectively utilize the
power of the crowd, i.e., flagging activity of users, to detect and prevent the spread of misinformation. More
specifically, we first designed an online algorithm to decide which stories to send for fact checking on the
basis of flagging and exposure data [28]. The algorithm finds the optimal trade-off between misinformation
evidence, by means of flagging data, and misinformation reduction, by means of preventing exposures to
misinformation. Moreover, it exploits the same connection between optimal control of SDEs with jumps and
marked temporal point processes we introduced in the context of steering information dissemination. Then,
together with researchers from ETH Zürich, we approached the problem from a Bayesian perspective and
this allowed us to develop an algorithm that, over time, also learns how accurate each user is at detecting
misinformation [38].

— Estimating the reliability and complexity of online content and discussions: online knowledge repositories,
such as Wikipedia, Stack Overflow and Quora, put in place different evaluation mechanisms to increase the
reliability of their content. For example, in Wikipedia, an editor can refute a questionable, false or incomplete
statement in an article by removing it. In Stack Overflow, a user can accept or upvote the answers provided
by other users. However, these evaluation mechanisms only provide noise, often biased, measurements of the
reliability of information and the trustworthiness of the information sources. In this context, in collaboration
with researchers from the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems, we developed a temporal point
process modeling framework that leverage these noisy evaluations to distill robust, unbiased and interpretable
measures of information reliability and source trustworthiness [37]. The key idea is to disentangle to what
extent a refutation (or a verification) is due to the intrinsic unreliability of the evaluated information or to
the trustworthiness of the source providing the statement.

Similarly, online commenting platforms also put in place different evaluation mechanisms to let partici-
pants express their agreement or disagreement with the views expressed in a given comment. For example,
in most online newspapers, a reader of an article can upvote or downvote comments posted by other readers.
In this context, we have developed a modeling framework to construct latent representations of opinions in
online discussions which are consistent with human judgements, as measured by upvotes and downvotes [39].
If two opinions are close in the resulting latent space of opinions, it is because humans think they are simi-
lar. This framework is theoretically grounded and establishes a surprising connection between opinion and
voting models and the sign-rank of a matrix. Moreover, it also provides a set of practical algorithms to both
estimate the dimension of the latent space of opinions and infer where opinions expressed by the participants
of an online discussion lie in this space. Ultimately, we believe that this framework may be used to develop
tools to help people take more informed decisions, enhance social discourse and reduce polarization.

— Spotting the source of a rumor: the ability to spot the source that originally published a rumor or
piece of malicious information in the Web and social media is critical for curtailing its spread and reducing
the potential losses incurred. However, this is a very challenging problem since typically only incomplete
information traces are observed and we need to unroll the incomplete traces into the past in order to pinpoint
the source. To overcome this challenge, together with researchers at Georgia Institute of Technology, we
developed a method that first learns a probabilistic diffusion network model based on historical diffusion
traces and then identifies the source of an incomplete diffusion trace by maximizing the likelihood of the
trace under the learned model [11].

Human learning. Human learning has become an online activity, made popular by the emerging online
tutoring systems and learning platforms. The promise of these online platforms is that automated fine-grained
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monitoring and greater degree of control and personalization will result in more effective learning. However,
to fulfill this promise, it is necessary to empower these platforms with data-driven models of human learning
and efficient teaching algorithms. In the last years, I have made several contributions towards fulfilling this
promise. More specifically, I have focused on the following two research questions:

(i) Can we find reviewing that help people memorize information more efficiently?

(ii) Can we spot knowledge items (e.g., questions and answers) in social media that systematically help
people increase their expertise?

Answering the first question has been a long-standing problem in various scientific disciplines. Early works
focused on characterizing human memory using small-scale controlled experiments and these empirical studies
later motivated the design of spaced repetition algorithms for efficient memorization. However, current
spaced repetition algorithms are rule-based heuristics with hard-coded parameters, which do not leverage
the data analytics capabilities offered by modern online learning platforms. To overcome these limitations,
we developed a computational framework to derive optimal spaced repetition algorithms, specially designed
to adapt to the learners’ performance [36]. Moreover, on the basis of large-scale natural experiment using
data from a popular language-learning online platform, we provided strong empirical evidence that the
spaced repetition algorithms derived using our framework are significantly superior to alternatives. This
was a landmark result and, as a consequence, it was recently published at the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (PNAS), a highly prestigious journal with an impact factor of 9.58.

To answer the second question, we first focused on spotting specific knowledge items (e.g., questions and
answers) that systematically helped people increase their expertise. To this aim, we developed a probabilistic
modeling framework that leverages the crowd to spot information with high (knowledge) value [40]. The
key idea behind behind the framework is simple: if a knowledge item has high value, users who learn from
the item will become more knowlegeable and thus their subsequent contributions be assessed more highly by
others in terms of e.g., upvotes, likes or shares. Thus, by jointly modeling learning events and contributing
events, the framework can identify knowledge that leads to a measurable increase in expertise, as assessed by
the crowd. Then, we focused on spotting ordered sequences of knowledge items with high knowledge value.
By uncovering these sequences, one can track users’ interests and goals over time, and facilitate the design
of automated curriculum building and, more broadly, personalized education. To this aim, we developed a
novel modeling framework for efficiently clustering continuous-time grouped streaming data, the hierarchical
Dirichlet Hawkes process (HDHP) [31], which is also one of the first example of models for complex social
processes combining temporal point processes and Bayesian nonparametrics.

Ethical machine learning. As algorithmic decisions become more consequential to individuals and soci-
ety, there have been increasing concerns about the potential for unfairness of algorithmic decision making.
Moreover, these concerns have been often supported by empirical studies, which have provided, e.g., evi-
dence of racial discrimination. In this context, the rapidly growing field of ethical machine learning aims to
develop machine learning methods whose outcomes do not have a disproportionally large adverse impact on
particular groups of people sharing certain sensitive traits such a race or sex. During the last five years, I
have been at the forefront of the field together with researchers from the Networked Systems group lead by
Krishna Gummadi.

In a sequence of papers, we have tackled the design of margin-based classifiers by introducing a variety of
intuitive measures of decision boundary unfairness corresponding to different notions of fairness [45, 46, 47,
48]. This work has received immediate international recognition by means of a best paper award honorable
mention at the 26th International World Wide Web Conference (WWW), the flagship conference in web
research, and it has received over 500 citations in less than two years. More recently, we have developed a
machine learning method to improve the accuracy and fairness of human decision making by optimizing the
assignment between human decision makers and decisions [43].

In the incoming years, I am planning to broaden the scope of this line of work and tackle the design of
human-centric machine learning models and algorithms for evaluating, supporting and enhancing decision
making processes where algorithmic and human decisions feed and influence each other, as described below
in Vision for the Future.
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Healthcare. The timeliness and quality of healthcare is often compromised due to the large number of
decisions to be taken and a shortage of human experts. For example, in certain medical specialties, patients
in most countries need to wait for months to be diagnosed by a specialist. As a consequence, there is a
widespread discussion on the possibility of using machine learning models to improve healthcare. In this
context, I have focused on developing machine learning models and algorithms for controlling the spread of
epidemics and for designing new drugs.

— Controlling the spread of epidemics: most of the early work on epidemic processes focused primarily on
developing models to characterize their evolution over a population of interest. More recently, an orthogonal
line of research has pursued the design of control strategies to mitigate the spread of epidemics in networks,
however, it typically leverages simple deterministic models and assumes individuals can go on and off of
treatment multiple times instantaneously. This has precluded its applicability in practice.

In a recent piece of work [30], together with researchers at EPFL and Imperial College, we have developed
a model and an optimal control strategy for susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) epidemic processes over
networks, which overcomes the shortcomings of current control strategies. Moreover, the model is particularly
well-suited to make use of fine-grained data about disease outbreaks, which are increasingly available, and
it paves the way to derive optimal strategies for disease control given a choice of disease dynamics. We have
presented a preliminary version of this work at the Machine Learning for Health workshop at NeurIPS 2018
and we are currently preparing a research article that we plan to submit to PNAS.

— Drug design: drug design aims to identify (new) molecules with a set of specified properties, which in
turn results in a therapeutic benefit to a group of patients. However, drug design is still a lengthy, expensive,
difficult, and inefficient process with a low rate of new therapeutic discovery. As a result, there is a great
interest in developing automated, machine learning techniques to discover sizeable numbers of plausible,
diverse, and novel candidate molecules with various desirable properties in the vast and unstructured molec-
ular space. In this context, we have recently developed a deep generative model for molecular graphs based
on variational autoencoders [34], which can discover plausible, diverse and novel molecules more effectively
than the state of the art. Moreover, our model introduces several technical innovations, which advance the
state of the art in generative models of graphs and are of independent interest.

Other achievements. Together with a variety of collaborators from the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent
Systems, Georgia Institute of Technology and Saarland University, I have extended my doctoral work on
network inference and influence maximization in a collection of journals papers [8, 21, 22] and revisited this
work in the context of privacy research [3]. Moreover, as an advocate for open knowledge and reproducibility,
I have released software packages for most of my publications at https://github.com/Networks-Learning/.

2 Previous Achievements
During my PhD, my research focused on understanding, predicting and controlling information diffusion
over the Web and social media. This led to a series of papers [14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20], which significantly
advanced the state of the art in the network inference and influence maximization problems. One of these
papers [15, 16] received immediate international recognition by means of a best paper award honorable
mention at KDD, the flagship conference in data mining. Since then, it has stimulated a large amount
of follow-up work (>1,000 citations). Moreover, another of these papers [20] has been the methodological
basis for my recent Nature Communications paper on malaria [33], in collaboration with epidemiologists at
Imperial College and the Ministry of Health of El Salvador.

During my postdoctoral work, I continued working both on the network inference problem, establishing
its theoretical foundations [4, 17], and the influence maximization problem, introducing a highly scalable al-
gorithm [9]. The latter work received an outstanding paper award at NeurIPS, one of the premier conferences
in machine learning.
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3 Vision for the Future
As the decisions taken by machine learning models and algorithms become more consequential to indivi-
duals and society, they have been blamed to play a major role in an increasing number of missteps, from
discriminating minorities, causing car accidents and increasing polarization to misleading people in social
media. What went wrong in these cases? In most social, information and cyber-physical systems, algorithmic
and human decisions feed and influence each other, however, machine learning has been mostly developed
for full automation, in a way, to replace humans. As a result, most machine learning models and algorithms
share one or more of the following shortcomings: (i) they do not account for the feedback loop between
algorithmic and human decisions; (ii) they are not designed to operate under different automation levels and
fail to defer decisions; (iii) they fail to anticipate how individuals will react to their algorithmic decisions,
often strategically, to receive beneficial decisions; and, (iv) they do not provide actionable insights about
their decisions. In the incoming years, I will develop human-centric machine learning models and algorithms
for evaluating, supporting and enhancing decision making processes where algorithmic and human decisions
feed and influence each other. These models and algorithms will not suffer from the above shortcomings
(i-iv) and will leverage the respective strengths of algorithmic and human decision making. My research
agenda decomposes into many conceptual problems, which I discuss next.

Accounting for the Feedback Loop between Human and Algorithmic Decisions. Machine learning
has been developed to take decisions autonomously on the basis of passively collected data. However, in
most social, information and cyber-physical systems, there is a feedback loop between algorithmic and human
decisions, which influence the data generation and collection process [29]. Motivated by this observation, we
will develop machine learning models and algorithms specially designed to account for this feedback loop.
To do so, we will use a multi-step modeling framework that will clearly distinguish between algorithmic
decisions and predictions and will characterize the influence that (previous) algorithmic decisions have on
both features and labels during the data generation and collection process. Our starting point will be our on-
going work on binary decision policies under imperfect predictions [27] and ranking models that understand
the consequences of their proposed rankings [35].

Balancing Human and Algorithmic Decisions. There is a widespread discussion on the possibility
of letting machine learning models take decisions in high-stake tasks, where they have matched, or even
surpassed, the average performance of human experts. Currently, these models are mostly trained for full
automation—they assume they will take all the decisions. However, some of their decisions are still worse
than those by human experts [32]. Motivated by this observation, we will develop machine learning models
that are optimized to operate under different automation levels. In other words, these models are optimized
to take a given fraction of the decisions and leave the remaining ones to humans. We will consider two
distinctive settings: (i) decisions are independent and there are multiple human decision makers (e.g.medical
diagnosis); and, (ii) decisions are dependent and there is a single human decision maker (e.g.semi-autonomous
driving). We will tackle the first setting from the perspective of combinatorial optimization and the second
setting from the perspective of reinforcement learning. Our starting point will be our on-going work on
regression under human assistance [5], where we have considered the first setting for ridge regression models.

Accounting for Strategic Human Decisions. As consequential decision making is increasingly informed
by data-driven predictive models, there is an increasing pressure on the decision makers to be transparent
about the decision policies, the predictive models, and the features they use. However, individuals may be
incentivized to use this knowledge to invest effort strategically in order to receive a beneficial decision. For
example, in loan decisions, if a bank discloses that it will use credit card debt to decide whether it offers a
loan to a customer, she may feel compelled to avoid credit card debt overall. Motivated by this observation,
our goal is to help the decision maker—the bank—to develop decision policies that incentivize individuals to
invest in forms of effort that increase the utility and fairness of the policy—reduce default rates and improve
individual’s financial situation. Our starting point will be our on-going work on developing decision policies
under full transparency using Stackelberg games [26], where a decision maker moves first and shares her
decision policy before individuals best-respond to maximize their chances of receiving a beneficial decision
under the policy.
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Providing Actionable Insights About Algorithmic Decisions. We will develop methods to provide
actionable insights about algorithmic decisions, which can help individuals—users or developers—to take
better informed decisions. More specifically, motivated by a recent study on the right to explanation in the
context of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [44], our algorithms will provide insights that
will help individuals understand not only why particular decisions were taken but also what would have to
change in order for these decisions to have been different ones—they will provide counterfactual explanations.
We will look at the problem from a novel game theoretic perspective which, under the assumption that
individuals best respond to these insights, will allow us to guarantee that the provided insights will increase
the utility and fairness of the algorithmic decisions. Moreover, we will consider different levels of transparency
to carefully balance the right to explanation with trade secrets of model designers.

In addition to the above research themes, I will build up on my current achievements and continue my
research on information dissemination, information integrity, human learning and healthcare.
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